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Asymptotic normalization coefficients for 8B\7Be¿p from a study of 8Li\7Li¿n
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Asymptotic normalization coefficients~ANCs! for 8Li→7Li1n have been extracted from the neutron trans-
fer reaction13C(7Li, 8Li) 12C at 63 MeV. These are related to the ANCs in8B→7Be1p using charge symmetry.
We extract ANCs for8B which are in very good agreement with those inferred from proton transfer and
breakup experiments. We have also separated the contributions from thep1/2 and p3/2 components in the
transfer. We find the astrophysical factor for the7Be(p,g)8B reaction to beS17(0)517.661.7 eV b. This is
the first time that the rate of a direct capture reaction of astrophysical interest has been determined through a
measurement of the ANCs in the mirror system.
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Recently the SuperK@1# and SNO@2# Collaborations have
reported measurements of the solar neutrino flux that pro
strong evidence for neutrino oscillations. Both experime
are primarily sensitive to high energy solar neutrinos fro
the b decay of 8B, produced in the7Be(p,g)8B reaction.
Consequently, its reaction rate at solar energies has bee
subject of many recent studies using both direct@3–6# and
indirect techniques@7–11#.

Previously, we used (7Be, 8B) proton transfer reactions t
measure the asymptotic normalization coefficients~ANCs!
for the 8B→7Be1p process, from which we determined th
astrophysical factorS17(0) @8#. However, in those measure
ments, the separate contributions of thep1/2 andp3/2 orbitals
could not be inferred from the (7Be, 8B) angular distribu-
tions. Thus, we used microscopic calculations@12# to fix
their relative strengths.

Here we report a study of the mirror neutron transfer
action (7Li, 8Li) at an energy similar to those used in th
proton transfer reactions.8B and 8Li are mirror nuclei, and
charge symmetry implies that the spectroscopic amplitu
for the proton single particle orbitals entering the8B wave
function are nearly the same as those of the neutron si
particle orbitals in 8Li. Indeed, this has been verified b
many theoretical calculations for8Li and 8B using a variety
of potential models. Calculations have been done using m
tiparticle shell models@13–17#, microscopic cluster model
@18–20#, or a three-body cluster model with long-range c
relations@21# with different effective interactions. The abso
lute values that they predict for the spectroscopic amplitu
differ. However, all calculations agree that spectroscopic f
tors for the two nuclei are very similar, with differences b
ing smaller than 2–3 %. Moreover it was shown in Ref.@22#
that microscopic calculations of ANCs for these mirror n
clei are very sensitive to the adopted nucleon-nucleon (NN)
potentials, but their ratio is very stable.

Previously we have shown@22,23# that the 8B overlap
function calculated in a single-particle approach is an ex
lent approximation to that obtained from microscopic calc
lations. Indeed, we have used this fact to obtain ANCs
8B→7Be1p from transfer reactions@8#. In this single-
0556-2813/2003/67~6!/062801~5!/$20.00 67 0628
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particle approach, the spectroscopic factor is related to
ANC by C25Sb2 @24#, whereb is the single-particle ANC.
Thus the mirror symmetry between the spectroscopic fact
coupled with the single-particle approximation, leads to
proportionality between the asymptotic normalization coe
cients in 8B→7Be1p and 8Li→7Li1n @see Eq.~2!#.

Mirror symmetry has been used frequently to obtain sp
troscopic information pertinent to astrophysics@25–27#, but
its application to direct capture reactions requires care.
though charge-symmetry breaking effects on the spec
scopic amplitudes only arise at the few percent level, t
does not provide any relationship between the7Be(p,g)8B
proton capture rate and its mirror reaction7Li( n,g)8Li.
These reactions proceed vias-wave capture at low energies
Proton captures on7Be occur only at large separation di
tances due to the Coulomb barrier, so their rate at astroph
cal energies can be calculated from knowledge of the am
tude of the tail of the8B two-body overlap function in the
7Be1p channel, i.e., the ANC. In contrast, the absence
any Coulomb barrier coupled with the dominants-wave cap-
ture in the 7Li1n system implies that the amplitude for th
mirror neutron capture reaction may have a substantial c
tribution from the nuclear interior, and it cannot be calc
lated from the ANC alone. Thus, the proportionality betwe
the ANCs in 8B→7Be1p and 8Li→7Li1n does not carry
over to the direct capture rates.

We have used the neutron transfer react
13C(7Li, 8Li) 12C to obtain the ANCs for8Li→7Li1n. The
use of a stable beam in this experiment allows the meas
ment of the angular distribution with sufficient resolutio
that we are able to determine the strengths of thep3/2 and
p1/2 components separately. Invoking mirror symmetry,
infer the ANCs for 8B→7Be1p and use them to determin
the astrophysical factorS17. This is a new variation of the
ANC approach that will also be useful in other nuclear s
tems.

The 13C(7Li, 8Li) 12C neutron transfer reaction at 9 MeV
nucleon is dominated by a direct one-step process in wh
the last neutron in the target is picked up by the project
The process can be well described in distorted wave B
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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approximation~DWBA! @28# and, as we show below, th
transfer is peripheral at this energy. In previous publicatio
@24#, we have given a general expression for peripheral
actions relating the angular distribution to DWBA cross s
tions and the appropriate ANCs. We chose13C as a target
because it has a relatively loosely bound neutron in a 1p1/2
orbital around a tightly bound core and the13C→12C1n
ANC is known. The differential cross section for th
13C(7Li, 8Li) 12C neutron transfer reaction can be written a

ds

dV
5Sp1/2

~13C!@Sp3/2
~8Li !s1/2,3/2

DW 1Sp1/2
~8Li !s1/2,1/2

DW #

5
~C

12C,1/2

13C
!2

b
12C,1/2

2 F ~C
7Li,3/2

8Li
!2

b
7Li,3/2

2 s1/2,3/2
DW 1

~C
7Li,1/2

8Li
!2

b
7Li,1/2

2 s1/2,1/2
DW G ,

~1!

wheres1/2,3/2
DW and s1/2,1/2

DW are the DWBA cross sections fo
the p1/2→p3/2 andp1/2→p1/2 transitions.Sj (X) are the spec-
troscopic factors in nucleusX, CY, j

X are the ANCs forX→Y
1n, andbY, j are the ANCs of the normalized single-partic
bound state neutron wave functions that are assumed in
DWBA calculations. For a neutron bound to the core,
Whittaker function appearing in the asymptotic behavior
the radial wave function in the proton case@24# must be
replaced by the corresponding Hankel function. In t
present case the calculated angular distributions for the tj
orbitals differ at small angles, which permits their contrib
tions to be disentangled. To determine the ANCs for8Li

→7Li1n, (C
7Li,3/2

8Li )2 and (C
7Li,1/2

8Li )2 ~denoted below as

Cp3/2

2 and Cp1/2

2 ), we need to know the ANC (C
12C,1/2

13C )2.

However, the ratio of the ANCs in8Li can be obtained with-

out using (C
12C,1/2

13C )2.

Charge symmetry implies that, to a good approximati
the spectroscopic amplitudes of8Li and 8B are the same, a
demonstrated by the theoretical calculations discussed ab
Consequently, from the relationship (CY, j

X )25Sj (X)(bY, j
X )2

@24#, one can relate the ANCs in8B to those in8Li,

Cpj

2 ~8B!5Cpj

2 ~8Li ! bpj

2 ~8B!/bpj

2 ~8Li !. ~2!

The single-particle ANCs differ due to the different bindin
energies and the effect of the Coulomb interaction on the8B
radial wave functions.

The experiment was carried out with a 9 MeV/nucleon
beam of 7Li11 ions from the K500 superconducting cyclo
tron at Texas A&M University. The beam was transport
through the beam analysis system to the scattering cham
of the MDM magnetic spectrometer, where it interacted w
a 300mg/cm2 13C target. The target thickness was det
mined offline using the energy loss of228Th and 241Am a
sources and confirmed online using the energy loss of
beam. The experimental setup, including the focal plane
tector, was identical to that described in Ref.@29#. The ac-
ceptance of the MDM spectrometer was limited to 4° in t
horizontal by 1° in the vertical. An energy resolution of 12
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keV and an angular resolution of 0.18°, both full width
half maximum, were obtained for the8Li reaction products.
Data for the transfer reaction were obtained for spectrom
settings between22° and 32°, which covers 0° to 54° in
the center-of-mass frame. The angular rangeDu lab54° cov-
ered by the entrance slit was divided into eight bins in
analysis, each point integrating overdu lab50.5°. Typically
we moved the spectrometer by 3° at a time, allowing for
overlap that provided a self-consistency check of the d
The beam current was integrated with a calibrated Fara
cup at angles larger than 4°. For angles around 0°,
moved the spectrometer in 2° steps, and the data were
malized by matching with an overlapping angular regio
This bootstrap approach was used for spectrometer set
out to 4°. Measurements with the spectrometer on both s
of 0° were made to check beam alignment. The angular
tribution for the population of the8Li ground state is shown
in Fig. 1.

DWBA calculations for the transfer reaction were carri
out with the codePTOLEMY @30#. Entrance channel optica
model parameters were obtained by fitting7Li113C elastic
scattering data at 9 MeV/nucleon with a Woods-Saxon fo
as reported in Ref.@29#. The potentials labeled 1 and 2 from
Table II of Ref.@29# were used. Calculations were carried o
using the same parameters for the exit channel,8Li112C. In
addition, calculations were done with entrance/exit chan
optical potentials which were obtained from folding-mod
potentials using the JLM~1! effective interaction@31# follow-
ing the prescription developed in Ref.@29#, and with phe-
nomenological potentials from elastic scattering experime
for similar systems. A summary of the potentials used
presented in Table I. Parameters from Ref.@29# are given in
rows 1 through 4. In rows 3 and 4 the renormalization co
ficientsNV andNW of the folded potentials are given instea
of the potential depth. We used both the average renorm

θc.m. ( deg )

 d
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10
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FIG. 1. The angular distribution for the13C(7Li, 8Li) 12C reac-
tion. The data are shown as points, and the solid line is the bes
The p1/2→p1/2 component is shown as a dotted line, and thep1/2

→p3/2 component is the dashed line.
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izations ~‘‘average’’! and those specifically fitted for th
7Li113C case at 63 MeV~‘‘fit’’ !. In rows 5 and 6 we list
potential parameters extracted from neighboring system
the same energy per nucleon. The last row~labeled JLM-
WS! was obtained by fitting the exit channel folded pote
tials in the surface region (r 53212 fm) with Woods-Saxon
shapes and renormalizing the depths with the averageNV and
NW .

Two components,p1/2→p3/2 andp1/2→p1/2, contribute to
the 13C(7Li, 8Li) 12C reaction. Results of the DWBA calcula
tions using the POT1 entrance and exit channel potential
shown in Fig. 1. The angular distribution for thep1/2→p1/2
component has a characteristicl tr5011 shape, while that
for thep1/2→p3/2 component has a differentl tr5112 shape.
The data obtained for center-of-mass angles between 0°
30° allow for a clear separation of the two componen
Larger angles were not used due to increased contribut
from multistep processes. Combining the two compone
leads to the solid line fit.

In order to verify that the transfer reaction is peripher
calculations with the POT1 potential parameters were car
out using seven different geometries for the Woods-Sa
potential well that binds the last neutron to the7Li core.
Both spectroscopic factors and ANCs were extracted for e
calculation. Figure 2 shows the results, plotted against
single-particle ANCbsp , for the dominantp3/2 component.
The spectroscopic factors vary620% around the average
whereas the ANCs vary less than62%, demonstrating tha
only the asymptotic part of the wave function contributes
the DWBA calculations and the transfer is peripheral.
similar result is found for thep1/2 component. The ANCs
extracted are therefore independent of the geometry of
single-particle potential well used, whereas the spectrosc
factors are not.

Results obtained with different combinations of entran
exit channel optical potentials are given in Table II. Calcu
tions done with folded potentials used the JLM~1! potentials
with the corresponding projectile-target combination at
appropriate energy for each channel and the renormaliza
values given in Table I. The extracted ANCs are given alo
with their ratio. We find Cp1/2

2 /Cp3/2

2 50.13(2). The uncer-

TABLE I. The different optical model parameters used for t
DWBA calculations. The entrance/exit channel parameters were
tained from phenomenological fits to7Li113C, 7Li112C, and 6Li
113C elastic scattering angular distributions, and from the doub
folding procedure. See text for further explanation.

Potential V W rV r W aV aW

~MeV! ~MeV! ~fm! ~fm! ~fm! ~fm!

POT1 54.3 29.9 0.92 1.03 0.79 0.69
POT2 99.8 22.0 1.01 0.77 0.81 0.81
Average 0.366 1.00
Fit 0.323 1.00
7Li112C 97.8 18.8 0.79 0.97 0.71 0.95
6Li113C 77.5 16.8 0.88 1.10 0.74 0.81
JLM-WS 58.8 21.4 0.91 1.14 0.72 0.70
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tainty is derived from the standard deviation of the valu
obtained for different optical potentials and from the unc
tainties arising from the angular range used in the fits. T
ratio does not depend on the ANC for the ground state of13C
or on the absolute values of the individual ANCs in8Li, and
is measured for the first time here.

To determine the absolute values of the ANCs in8Li, the

ANC in 13C was taken to be (C
12C,1/2

13C )252.3560.12 fm21,

as calculated from the value of the nuclear vertex const
G250.3960.02 fm, reported in Ref.@32#. The results given
in Table II show small differences that arise, in part, fro

b-
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single part. ANC b (fm-1/2)
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FIG. 2. Comparison of the spectroscopic factors~dots! and of
the ANC C2 ~diamonds! extracted in the present experiment, f
different geometries of the single-particle Woods-Saxon well. O
the results for thep3/2 component are shown.

TABLE II. The results of the present study for different optic
model parameters used for the DWBA calculations. The entran
exit channel combinations refer to the potentials in Table I. See
for further explanation.

Potentials
Cp3/2

2 Cp1/2

2
Cp1/2

2

Cp3/2

2

x2

Angular
~entrance/exit! (fm21) (fm21) fit range~deg!

POT1/POT1 0.378 0.044 0.117 1.9 0–30
POT2/POT2 0.367 0.045 0.124 5.1 0–30
POT1/average 0.369 0.052 0.140 5.7 0–25
POT1/average 0.379 0.052 0.139 4.8 0–20
Average/average 0.363 0.049 0.136 17.4 0–30
Average/average 0.384 0.054 0.140 5.7 0–20
Fit/average 0.390 0.053 0.136 4.6 0–20
Fit/fit 0.376 0.053 0.141 5.8 0–20
POT1/7Li112C 0.370 0.044 0.118 2.5 0–30
POT1/6Li113C 0.409 0.047 0.115 2.9 0–30
POT1/JLM-WS 0.408 0.047 0.114 3.0 0–30
weighted average 0.384 0.048 0.125
1-3
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neglecting a small core–core correction in the nuclear par
the transition operator for the numerical potentials. Diff
ences also arise from the different renormalizations us
from the inability of the Woods-Saxon shapes to reprod
the actual shape of double-folded potentials, and from
angular range used in the fits. In particular, the fits w
angular distributions calculated using numerical potent
are not good at larger angles and consequently have largex2

values. This is apparent from thex2 values shown in Table II
for the same calculations fit over different angular rang
Overall, the results of the calculations are quite consist
The variations obtained when using different optical pot
tials were used to estimate the uncertainties from the ca
lations. Weighing the calculations byx2 gives Cp3/2

2 (8Li)

50.38460.038 fm21 and Cp1/2

2 (8Li) 50.04860.006 fm21.

Other averaging procedures give essentially identical res
The uncertainty inCp3/2

2 includes contributions from the

overall normalization of the cross section~7%!, choice of the
angular range of the fit and the optical model potenti
~5%!, geometry of the neutron binding potential used in t
DWBA calculations~1.5%!, and the absolute value of th
13C ANC ~5%!. For the smaller componentCp1/2

2 , the uncer-

tainty in the fit due to different optical model potentials~8%!
dominates.

The first excited state in8Li, which is the mirror of the
resonance atEc.m.5633 keV in the 7Be (p,g)8B reaction,
was also measured in the present experiment. The ang
distribution is shown in Fig. 3, where it is compared with
fit using the POT1 optical model parameters. The same
components,p1/2→p3/2 andp1/2→p1/2, were calculated. The
results from the fit areCp3/2

2 (8Li* )50.06760.007 fm21 and

Cp1/2

2 (8Li* )50.01560.002 fm21. The ratio of the ANCs is

Cp1/2

2 /Cp3/2

2 (8Li* )50.22(3). Reference@21# predicts a ratio

of 0.35 for this state.
To obtain the ANCs in8B corresponding to those in8Li,

θc.m. ( deg )

 d
σ/

dΩ
 (

m
b/

sr
)

10
-3

10
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10
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 1, but for the first excited state in8Li at
981 keV.
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we use Eq.~2! and assign an additional 3% uncertainty
account for possible charge-symmetry breaking effects.
ratio of the proton and neutron single particle ANCs
bpj

2 (8 B)/bpj

2 (8Li) 51.055(20). This ratio was obtained from

single-particle wave functions calculated numerically for
neutron or a proton bound in a Woods-Saxon potential w
the same geometry and the same spin-orbit interaction
with a depth adjusted to reproduce the experimental neu
or proton binding energy in8Li or 8B. The potential depths
were found to be nearly equal as the geometrical parame
were varied. This result is the same for both spin-orbit pa
ners and the small uncertainty represents the weak de
dence on the geometry of the potential that binds the pro
or neutron around its respective core. Inserting this ratio i
Eq. ~2!, we find Cp3/2

2 (8B)50.40560.041 fm21 and

Cp1/2

2 (8B)50.05060.006 fm21. The use of the experimenta

determination of ANCs in8Li to obtain those in8B was
suggested in Ref.@22# based on results of microscopic ca
culations for the two nuclei, but the ratios found there a
somewhat different from the present one and their sprea
considerably larger. However, in Ref.@22# the ratio is exag-
gerated because exactly the same model wave functions
used for the mirror nuclei8B and 8Li. An evaluation within
a single-particle model shows that the replacement of
neutron bound state wave function in the source term by
proton wave function leads to a decrease of the ratio by 9
bringing the result of Ref.@22# into agreement with the num
ber above.

The values found for the8B ANCs are in good agreemen
with those obtained from proton transfer reactions at
MeV/nucleon@8#, where the average of the values extract
in two similar experiments on different targets was found
be Cp3/2

2 (8B)50.38860.039 fm21. The two spin-orbit com-

ponents could not be separated there, so the value of 0
for the ratio, as predicted from a microscopic model calc
lation @12#, was used to extract the ANCs from the (7Be, 8B)
reactions. Changing this ratio to 0.13 decreases the valu
S17(0) extracted from the proton transfer reactions by o
0.7%.

In Ref. @10# the sum of the ANCs in8B was extracted
from breakup reactions at intermediate energies. The va
found wasCp3/2

2 1Cp1/2

2 50.45060.039 fm21. The present re-

sult gives Cp3/2

2 1Cp1/2

2 50.45560.047 fm21, in excellent

agreement with the value from breakup. Thus the two diff
ent transfer reactions and8B breakup all give similar values
for the astrophysical factor, the present data givingS17(0)
517.661.7 eV b. This result is also in agreement, with
uncertainties, with most of the existing results forS17(0)
from direct or indirect methods@3,4,7,9#. It is not in good
agreement with the two latest results from direct measu
ments@5,6#, which claim very good accuracy. However, th
present result is in good agreement with a very recent, h
precision Coulomb dissociation study@11# that also calls into
question the low-energy extrapolation@33# adopted by the
recent direct measurements. In fact, the value ofS17(0) in-
ferred from the measurements in Ref.@6# also agrees with
1-4
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our result when the extrapolation to zero energy is done
ing the prescription in Ref.@11#, rather than that in Ref.@33#.

This is the first time that the rate of a direct capture re
tion of astrophysical interest has been determined throug
measurement of the ANCs in the mirror nuclear system. T
represents a new variation of the asymptotic normaliza
coefficient technique that will be applicable in the future
other direct radiative transitions of astrophysical interest
which the proton capture ANC can be shown to be prop
tional to that in the mirror system and which would othe
v
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wise only be accessible through experiments with radioac
beams.
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